
Word Definition Translation In sentence from film Time

1 sink into
to slowly move your body into a sitting or lying position, in a 
relaxed or tired way

розсістися (у кріслі) We'd sink into our seats. Інше

2 dim out  restricted use of lights at night зменшити світло вночі They dimmed out all the lights. Past Simple

3
call me to be on 
that screen

It called me to be on that screen and live inside each scene. Past Simple

4
without a nickel to 
my name

Without a nickel to my name hopped a bus, here I came. Past Simple

5 insane mentally ill; extremely unreasonable or stupid психічно хворий, божевільний Could be brave or just insane. We’ll have to see. Інше

6 used to know me used to = describe past habbits були знайомі He’ll see my face and think of how he used to know me. Future Simple

7
reach for the 
heights

reach for the stars досягнути висот
I’m reaching for the heights and chasing all the lights that 
shine. 

Present Continuous

8 chase
to hurry after someone or something in order to catch him, 
her, or it

рушити в погоню
I’m reaching for the heights and chasing all the lights that 
shine. 

Present Continuous

9 let me down to disappoint someone засмутити, підвести Інше

10 rolls around (of a time or event) to happen настати, відбутися Cause morning rolls around and it’s another day of sun. Present Simple

11 rhythm a regular movement or pattern of movements ритм
I hear them everyday - the rhythms in the canyons that will 
never fade away.

Present Simple

12 fade away to slowly disappear вщухати, поступово зникати
I hear them everyday - the rhythms in the canyons that will 
never fade away.

Present Simple

13
dusty mic and 
neon glow

The dusty mic and neon glow are all I need Present Simple

14 come along to arrive or appear at a place прийти, підійти
And some day as I sing the song a small-town kid will come 
along.

Future Simple

15 push me on
to continue doing something, especially when this is 
difficult

поштовх до дії That’ll be the thing to push him on and he'll go. Future Simple

16 swear to promise клянусь, присягаюся I swear to God. She was wrecked. Past Simple
17 wrecked very badly damaged зруйнована I swear to God. She was wrecked. Past Simple

18 insanity
an action that is stupid and likely to have extremely bad 
results

божевілля, неосудність I know, it was pure insanity. Past Simple

19 lunacy stupid behaviour that will have bad results божевілля, неосудність It was pure lunacy! Past Simple

20 submit
tconsent to abide by the opinion or authority of another; to 
give document or offer something for a decision to be made 
by others

підтвердити, послати для 
виконання подавати, коритися

I will submit you. Present Simple

21 social climber It's gonna be a bunch of social climbers. Future going to

22 cram into to fill (something) by force with more than it can easily hold переповнити
When else are you gonna get to see a very Hollywood cliche 
crammed into the same room?

Future going to

23 encounter an unexpected meeting випадкова зустріч A little chance encounter could be the one you’ve waited for. Інше

24 squeeze to press firmly потіснитися Just squeeze a bit more! Present Simple
25 cast the actors in a film, play, or show акторський склад Tonight’s the casting call (прослуховування). Present Simple
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закликати мене бути на екрані

запилений мікрофон і неонове світло

someone who tries to improve their social position by being very friendly to people from a higher 
social class

бідна людина, без гроша за душею



26
we’re in the fast 
lane

If you are in the fast lane, you are better then others
бути попереду інших, 
випереджати конкурентів

We’re in the fast lane. Present Simple

27 lift you off to get me up, to raise
піднімати з … (у прямому та 
переносному значенні)

The one to finally lift you off the ground. Present Simple

28 align to put two or more things into a straight line вирівнювати So with the stars aligned I think I’ll stay behind. Future Simple

29 spin around to turn round and round quickly крутитися
Is someone in the crowd the only thing you really see watching 
while the world keeps spinning around?

Present Simple

30 throw rug
a small decorative rug designed to be placed with a casual 
effect and moved as required

маленький килим I got you a throw rug. Past Simple

31 hermit a person living in solitude as a religious discipline відлюдник Because you're living like a hermit. Present Continuous

32 insurance
 an agreement in which you pay a company money and they 
pay your costs if you have an accident, injury, etc.

страхування You're driving without insurance! Present Continuous

33 shanghai
to induce or compel (someone) to do something, especially 
by fraud or force

надули, обдурили It's not my fault I got Shanghaied. Present Simple

34 rip off to steal обібрати You didn't get Shanghaied. You got ripped off. Past Simple
35 shady  dishonest несовісний Everybody knew that guy was shady, except for you. Past Simple
36 on the ropes  likely to fail тримати на ниточці Life's got me on the ropes. Present Perfect

37 rope-a-dope And then I'm gonna hit back. It's a classic "rope-a-dope". Інше

38 ashes the powdery residue left after the burning of a substance попіл I am a phoenix rising from the ashes. Present Simple

39 mutual
 (of two or more people or groups) feeling the same emotion, 
or doing the same thing to or for each other

взаємний Okay. Mutual decision. Present Simple

40 tripping walk, run, or dance with quick light steps
смикатися, дуже швидко 
рухатися

Lady, why are you tripping like that? Present Continuous

41 have a knack for to possess talent in a certain skill мати талант They say I have a knack for world building. Present Simple
42 get a lot of heat be popular бути на слуху I got a lot of heat right now. Past Simple

43 tickle the ivories to play the piano
полоскоти клавіші (грати на 
клавішах)

All right, piano man, tickle those ivories. Let's hit it.
Present Simple

44 auburn reddish-brown in colour золотисто-каштановий Meet a girl like you with auburn hair and tawny eyes. Present Simple
45 tawny of a light yellowish-brown colour, like that of a lion рудувато-коричневі Meet a girl like you with auburn hair and tawny eyes. Present Simple
46 curt rudely brief різкий у розмові, грубий I would admit (погодитись) I was a little curt that night. Інше

47 look down on to think that you are better than someone дивитися зверхньо
You're a barista. And I can see how you could then look down 
on me from all the way up there.

Present Simple

48 perspective a particular way of considering something з точки зоку
I have this idea that you were reimagining "Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears" (Золотоволоска та медведі) from the 
perspective of the bears.

Інше

49 cooped up
If you are cooped up somewhere, you are in a small closed 
space from which you cannot escape, or you feel as if you 
are

узаперті We don't know if they were cooped up  there. Інше

50 ribbon
a long, narrow strip of material used to tie things together or 
as a decoration:

стрічка
That doesn't help me.
With a green ribbon.

Present Simple

51 weirdo a person who behaves strangely дивак

1-What's the word am I looking for?
2-Knight in shining armor.
1-Weirdo. That was the word.
2-Okay.

Present Continuous

52 turn on switch on ввімкнути The lights are turning on. Present Continuous

a boxing tactic of pretending to be trapped against the ropes, goading an opponent to throw tiring 
ineffective punches



53 streatch  to spread over a large area or distance простягатися A silver shine that stretches to the sea. Present Simple

54 stumble
 to step awkwardly while walking or running and fall or begin 
to fall

натрапити We’ve stumbled on a view that’s tailor-made for two. Present Perfect

55  tailor-made made for a particular person виготовлений спеціально для… We’ve stumbled on a view that’s tailor-made for two. Present Perfect

56 swirling Some other girl and guy would love this swirling sky. Інше
57 spark shine inside; intense feeling іскра, спалах There’s not a spark in sight. Present Simple
58 waste an unnecessary or wrong use of something марнувати What a waste of a lovely night Present Simple

59 appeal to interest or attract someone
підійти, влаштувати, 
приваблювати

And maybe this appeals to someone not in heels. Present Simple

60 heels  the rounded back part of the foot каблуки And maybe this appeals to someone not in heels. Present Simple

61 frankly in an honest and direct way відверто
 I’m frankly feeling nothing.

Present Continuous

62 refund
a repayment of a sum of money, typically to a dissatisfied 
customer.

повернення коштів I'd like a refund. Інше

63 schedule  to arrange запланувати We schedule it. Present Simple

64 apron
a piece of clothing that you wear over the front of other 
clothes to keep the clothes clean while you are doing 
something dirty, such as cooking or cleaning

фартух Fix your apron, please. Present Simple

65 worship
to love, respect, and admire someone or something very 
much, often without noticing the bad qualities of that person 
or thing

звеличуюють, шанують They worship everything and they value nothing. Present Simple

66 entire whole or complete, with nothing missing увесь
She took me and spent an entire day watching all these old 
movies.

Past Simple

67 reenact
to repeat the actions of an event that happened in the past 
as a hobby or as a performance

розігрувати минулі сцени
It would basically just she and I reenacting the scenes from the 
movies.

Інше

68 prodigy someone with a very great ability обдарований You were a child prodigy playwright. Past Simple
69 playwright a person who writes plays. драматург You were a child prodigy playwright. Past Simple

70 modest
not usually talking about or making obvious your own 
abilities and achievements

скромна  You're too modest to say it but it's true. Present Simple

71
get sth out of the 
way

to finish something: покінчити з цим I should probably tell you something to get it out of the way. Present Simple

72 blanket statement statement without providing enough evidence голослівне твердження It's just a blanket statement that you don't like jazz. Present Simple

73 flophouse a cheap hotel or rooming house нічліжка Jazz was born in a little flophouse in New Orleans. Past Simple

74 talk over
to discuss a problem or situation with someone, often to 
find out their opinion or to get advice before making a 
decision about it

обговорювати Everyone would just kind of talk over it. Інше

75 hijacked to take control тримати контроль, відібрати He just hijacked the song. He's on his own trail. Present Simple

76 trail
a path through a countryside, mountain, or forest area, often 
made or used for a particular purpose

cтежка He just hijacked the song. He's on his own trail. Present Simple

77 rearrange
to change the order, position, or time of arrangements 
already made

перебудовувати Everyone of these guys are composing, rearranging. Present Continuous

78 trumpet player Look at the trumpet player. He's got his own idea. Present Simple

79 bullet a small, metal object that is shot from a gun кулі
It's like "Rebel Without a Cause" (Бунтар без причини) sort of. 
"I got the bullets!"

Present Simple

80 pick up to get or bring someone or something from somewhere підкинути на автомобілі I am picking up Mia. Present Continuous

запаморочливі

трубач



81 keep track of to continue to be informed нав'язувати
I can't even keep track of it but honestly, it was just life 
changing.

Інше

82 script the words of a film (кіно-)сценарій What is that? Is that a script? It's a play (п'єса). Present Simple

83 combo a small group of musicians who play dance and jazz music комбо, джазовий гурт I got a new combo. Past Simple

84 gig a single performance by a musician or group of musicians виступ The guy offered you the gig. Past Simple

85 figure out to understand or solve something дізнатися, усвідомити He's figuring it out. Present Perfect

86 obsessed  unable to stop thinking about something одержимі You're so obsessed with Kenny Clarke and Thelonious Monk. Present Simple

87  embrace
an affectionate hug;  the act of holding someone tightly with 
both arms to express love, liking, or sympathy, or when 
greeting or leaving someone

обійми I felt it from the first embrace I shared with you. Past Simple

88 come true
if a hope, wish, or dream comes true, it happens although it 
was unlikely that it would:

збуватися
That now our dreams
They've finally come true.

Present Perfect

89 smokescreen a cloud of smoke стіна сигаретного диму Through the smokescreen of the crowded restaurants Інше
90 rush the act of suddenly moving somewhere quickly порив 
91 glance a quick short look швидкий погляд
92 light up to make something bright or shiny осяяти, засвітити A look in somebody's eyes to light up the sky. Present Simple

93 reel to spin крутитися, кружляти
To open the world and send it reeling (відкрити світ та 
змусити його кружляти навколо нас).

Present Simple

94
the heat of 
passion

Feel the heat of passion baby, light up the night Present Simple

95 turn into to change into someone or something перетворитися I don’t care if this turns into a riot. Present Simple
96 riot a violent disturbance of the peace by a crowd бунт I don’t care if this turns into a riot. Present Simple

97 reckles
without thinking or caring about the consequences of an 
action

нерозсудливий, необчаний Let’s get reckless tear this place down to the floor. Present Simple

98 knock it off to remove тут - викреслити зі спсику You can knock it off your bucket list (список справ до смерті). Present Simple

99 rehearse
to practise a play, a piece of music, etc. in order to prepare it 
for public performance

репетирувати I have to rehearse. Present Simple

100 give up to stop trying здаватися if you're going to give up your dream, I think it matters. Інше

101 steady job a regular job постійна робота
This is what you wanted for me. To be in a band to have a 
steady job.

Інше

102 passionate showing or caused by strong feelings or a strong belief пристрасний, несамовитий People love what other people are passionate about. Present Simple

103
goddamn dotted 
line

I wish you would've said them before I signed on the goddamn 
dotted line!

Інше

104 make it up to you to do something good for someone you have upset
зробити щось у якості 
вибачення; випарвити чи 
покращити ситуацію 

Let me make it up to you. Okay? Present Simple

105 show up to come з'являтися Nobody showed up. Past Simple

106 barefoot not wearing any shoes or socks босоніж
Barefoot, she smiled, leapt without looking and tumbled into 
the Seine

Past Simple

107 leap
to make a large jump or sudden movement, usually from one 
place to another

стрибати
Barefoot, she smiled, leapt without looking and tumbled into 
the Seine

Past Simple

108 tumble to fall quickly and without control перекидатися, валитися
Barefoot, she smiled, leapt without looking and tumbled into 
the Seine

Past Simple

проклята пунктирна лінія; лінія у контракті, над якою ставлять підпис

стан анфекту, жар пристрасті



109 sneezing
When you sneeze, air and often small drops of liquid 
suddenly come out of your nose and mouth in a way you 
cannot control

чхання, чхати She spent a month sneezing. Past Simple

110 capture  to take something into your possession, especially by force захопити She captured a feeling sky with no ceiling. Past Simple

111 liquor strong alcoholic drink запій, міцні алкогольні напої She lived in her liquor and died with a flicker. Past Simple

112 flicker
to shine with a light that is sometimes bright and 
sometimes weak

проблиск, мерехтіння
She lived in her liquor and died with a flicker. I’ll always 
remember the flame

Past Simple

113 madness stupid or dangerous behaviour безумство A bit of madness is key to give us new colors to see Present Simple

114 bring on to produce
викликати, влаштувати, бути 
причиною

So bring on the rebels the ripples from pebbles Present Simple

115 rebels
a person who rises in opposition or armed resistance 
against an established government or ruler.

бунтар, повстанець So bring on the rebels the ripples from pebbles Present Simple

116 ripple a small wave on the surface of water
брижі (на воді після кидання 
каміння)

So bring on the rebels the ripples from pebbles Present Simple

117 pebble
a small stone made smooth and round by the action of 
water or sand

галька So bring on the rebels the ripples from pebbles Present Simple

118 trace back
to discover the causes of something by examining the way 
in which it has developed; steam from

з'ясовувати походження,  
"повернутися на початок"

I trace it all back to then. Present Simple



to describe permanent actvities Mary lives is Scotlland.
to describe well-known facts It is hot in summer. 

I drink tea
She drinks tea

to talk about timetable and 
arrangements The plane takes off at 8:00

Do you drink tea? Does she drink tea?
to talk about habits (every day, usually, 
seldom...) I drink tea every day.

I do not drink tea She does not drink tea to describe plot of books, movies, etc. Bart Simpson goes to Springfield school. 
when we comment sport events Henry passes to Beckham and he goals! 
with stative verbs (promise, like, love, 
rtc.) I promise I will call off (cancel) the meeting. 

in zero conditional (permanent facts) If you take ice from the fridge, ice melts.

in first conditional (likely to be true in 
future)

If you give me 100$, I will buy a new english 
book. 

to talk about future plans after some 
words (as soon as, when, after)

I will call you back as soon as my sister 
arrives. 

I am drinking tea now. 
She is drinking tea now.

Are you drinking tea now? Is she drinking tea now?

I am not drinking tea now. 
She is not drinking tea 
now. 

I have just drunk tea.
She has just drunk tea.

Have you just drunk tea? Has she just drunk tea?

I have not drunk tea yet. She has not drunk tea yet. 

I have been  drinking tea 
for an hour!

She has benn drinking tea 
for an hour!

Have you benn drinking 
tea for an hour?

Has she benn drinking tea 
for an hour?

I have not been drinking 
tea for an hour. 

She has not been drinking 
tea for an hour.

to describe actions which started in the 
past and continued up to the present 
(focus on length)

I have been studying in UK for three years!

to describe past actions (focus on period 
of time), results of which are in present 

I have been writing all the morning! I am so 
exhausted.  

Words:

Since my birthday, for three days (focus on action); 
just, recently, yet, ever, never, so far, etc.

Present Perfect Continuous

W
e 

us
e 

Pr
es

en
t P

er
fe

ct
 C
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tin

io
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:

Words:

Since my birthday, for three days (focus on duration); 
how long, all morning, all Monday, etc.

W
e 

us
e 

Pr
es

en
t P

er
fe

ct
:

to describe situations that is changing 
now

The helthcare system is getting worse and 
worse.

to describe actions happenning now 
(now, at the moment, etc.)

I am watching football now. 

to describe uncompleted actions that are 
supposed to be completed.

I have not drunk my tea yet. 

to describe past actions, results of which 
are in present 

I have cleaned my fridge. Now it is the 
cleanest fridge I have ever seen!

to describe habits that make you 
annoyed (with always, constantly, etc.)

You are always eating my sandwiches! Stop 
it!

to describe past actions that finished in 
past, but we do not know exact time 
(usually, to talk about experience) 

I have been to Latvia. 

to describe past actions that finished 
recently

I have just gone to the shop. 

to describe actions which started in the 
past and continue uo to the present 
(focus on action)

I have had this brilliant wordlist for three 
days!

to talk about 100% plans in the future
I am visiting my friend in the hospital 
tomorrow.

to describe temporary (it will not 
continue) situations and actions (even 
temporary habits)

I am working for this company until I can find 
something better. 

У кожному вордлісті ми розробили опис усіх часів англійської мови зі прикладамидля повторення 
основ граматики | Masterpiece.com.ua

Опис часу

Present Simple

Використання:

W
e 

us
e 

Pr
es

en
t S

im
pl

e:

Present Continuous

W
e 

us
e 

Pr
es

en
t C

on
tin

io
us

:
Always, usually, always, often, seldom, hardly ever, 
rarely; Every day, at the weekend, on Fridays, twice 

times a week; in the afternoon, in winter.

Words:

Now, at the moment, today, tonight, tomorrow, next 
weekend, etc.

Words:

Present Perfect



I drank tea yesterday
She drank tea yesterday

Did you drink tea 
yesterday?

Did she drink tea 
yesterday?

I did not drink tea 
yesterday

She did not drink tea 
yesterday

I was drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

She was drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

Were you drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.?

Was she drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.?

I was not drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

She was not drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

to  describe synchronous actions
While Kate was reading a book, I was 
vacuuming.

to describe habits that made you 
annoyed (with always, constantly, etc.)

My wife was always eating all cakes!  

I had started to drink tea 
when you came.

She had started to drink 
my tea when you came.

Had you started to drink 
tea when I came?

Had she started to drink  
tea when you came?

I had not started to drink 
tea when you came.

I had not started to drink 
tea when you came.

I had been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 
came.

She had been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 
came.

Had you been drinking 
tea for an hour when I 
came?

Had she been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 
came?

I had not been drinking 
tea for an hour when you 
came.

She had not been drinking 
tea for an hour when you 
came.

in second conditional (untrue facts in 
present)

If I were you, I would sell blue car. 

to talk about short actions that 
interrupted the longer one

While he was cooking, the telephone rang.

to talk about past habits (usually, 
seldom, often...)

When I was three years old, I often went to the 
park. 

to talk about past actions that happened 
one after another (stories in the past)

He cooked a cake and ate it.

to describe completed actions in the 
past

Mary visited Scotland last year.

The action, which began in the past, 
lasted for some time and finished: 
1) just before a certain point in the past 
or 
2) before another action in the past 
started

to describe actions in progress in the 
past

Mary was reading yesterday at 12 p.m.

to describe interrupted action in the past I was cooking when my mobile phone rang

Yesterday at six pm we had been watching 
this TV-show for a three hours!

By the time you came, we had been watching 
this TV-show for a three hours!

I had finished my homework when you called. 

I had finished my homework by three o'clock. 

to describe temporary (it did not not 
continue) situations and actions (even 

I was living with my husband at that time. 

to describe backgorund information of 
the story

There were a lot of people at the bus stop. 
Some of them were writing something in the 
copybook. Others were looking for money for 
the ticket in their pockets.   

Past Continuous

W
e 

us
e 

Pa
st

 S
im

pl
e:

Words:

While, as, yesterday at 7 p.m., in those days, at that 
moment, etc.. 

Words:

how long, since, beofre, by the time, for, etc.

Past Perfect

W
e 

us
e 

Pa
st

  P
er

fe
ct

:

Words:

By the time, already, ever, by, before, etc.. 

to describe an action that was 
completed before another one in the past 
or before a specific point of time in the 
past

Past Perfect Continuous

W
e 

us
e 

Pa
st

  P
er

fe
ct

 C
on

tin
uo

us
:

Past Simple

W
e 

us
e 

Pa
st

 S
im

pl
e:

Words:

two days ago, yesterday, last week, last night, last 
summer, etc.



I will drink tea next 
morning.

She will drink tea next 
morning.

Will you drink tea next 
morning.

Will she drink tea next 
morning.

I won't (will not) drink tea 
next morning.

She won't (will not) drink 
tea next morning.

Tomorrow this time I will 
be drinking tea.

Tomorrow this time she 
will be drinking tea.

Will you be drinking tea 
this time tomorrow?

Will she be drinking 
tea this time tomorrow?

Tomorrow this time I 
won`t (will not) be 
drinking tea.

Tomorrow this time she 
won`t (will not) be drinking 
tea.

I will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

She will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

Will you have gone to 
drink tea by tomorrow.

Will she have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

I won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 
tomorrow.

She won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 
tomorrow.

I will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

She will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

Will you have gone to 
drink tea by tomorrow.

Will she have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

I won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 
tomorrow.

She won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 
tomorrow.

I am going to drink tea 
tomorrow.

She is going to drink tea 
tomorrow.

Are you going to drink tea 
tomorrow?

Is she going to drink tea 
tomorrow?

I am not going to drink 
tea tomorrow.

She is not going to drink 
tea tomorrow.

I am going to visit my husband tomorrow

to describe a prediction of future events I will be at home tomorrow. 

to describe fast decisions about future
I do not have enough suger. I will go to the 
market.

to  describe offers, request etc. (about 
future)

Will you clean the fridge?

to  describe promises of future events Believe me, I will be on time!

Next year my friend will have been married for 
a year.

Future Perfect Continuous

W
e 

us
e 

Fu
tu

re
 P

er
fe

ct
 C

on
tin

uo
us

:

to describe actions which will finish at a 
specific point of time in the future or 
before another one in the future (focus 
on duration!)

By 9 pm we will have been doing this task for 
a five days! Let`s look at it another way.

Words:

For, since, by, next year etc.

Future Perfect

W
e 

us
e 

Fu
tu

re
 P

er
fe

ct
:

to describe actions which will finish at a 
specific point of time in the future or 
before another one in the future (focus 
on action!)

Words:

For, since, by, next year etc.

Future going to

W
e 

us
e 

Fu
tu

re
 g

oi
ng

 to
:

to describe 95% plans in future

Words:

tomorrow, today, next Monday, this year etc.

Future Simple

W
e 

us
e 

Fu
tu

re
 S

im
pl

e:

Words:

tomorrow, today, next Monday, this year etc.

Future Continuous

W
e 

us
e 

Fu
tu

re
 C

on
tin

uo
us

:

Words:

tomorrow this time, tomorrow at 7 o’clock

to describe future actions at a specific point 
of time (in the process)

to describe longer action in the future that 
will be interrupted by a shorter action in the 

future

Tonight at 6 PM, I will be watching TV.

I will be eating when she arrives tonight.


